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AUTUMN UPDATE

Welcome to our Autumn Update. As we look towards the end of the year, 2021
continues to be a year unlike any other as we observe and react to the ramifications
of the Covid-19 pandemic across international economies.
In our third quarterly update of 2021, we have representatives from each asset
class sharing an insight into their work and service portfolio including an
introduction to our Scottish Machinery & Business Asset practice.
Our Legally Speaking segment welcomes Mary Forbes of CMS who is sharing five
lessons on expert valuation evidence in disputes which we hope you find
informative.
We are also announcing new staff members, celebrating academic
achievements, sharing current career opportunities, the exciting announcement
of our new charity partner and recent in-person events we have enjoyed
attending after months of virtual networking.
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As always, we are contactable
through in-person meetings,
email, phone, and video calls
and are always on hand to help
and provide advice.

Chris Hall
CEO
chall@hilcoglobal.eu
+44 (0) 7795 832 658
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MACHINERY & BUSINESS ASSETS
Since the creation of the Scottish MBA practice 15 months ago, the team has been incredibly busy and productive. With the assistance of other Hilco business units, we have been involved in many
valuations across a range of sectors including aviation, engineering, oil and gas, alternative energy, retail, print, plant & crane hire and transport to name a few.
We have assisted insolvency practitioners, corporate finance teams, private equity houses,
asset-based lenders and traditional lenders. Valuations have been carried out for a multitude of
reasons but largely to support financial decision-making for the above clients.
Notable success stories include the recent valuation and sale of Jasmine Limited, a printing
business based in Aberdeen, helping to save many jobs. During this process, we worked in
close conjunction with our Intellectual Property colleagues to market and sell the business as a
going-concern.

One of our recent engagements: Jasmine Limited

Another interesting assignment was the provision of a valuation to support one of the first
Restructuring Plans in the UK. This valuation demonstrated to the court that it was in the best
interests of the majority of creditors to support the Restructuring Plan, despite the fact that certain
categories of creditors were opposed.
We have also carried out many valuations on behalf of numerous ABL's to allow their clients to
access funding, leveraged against the value of their assets. This was particularly prominent
throughout the challenging economic conditions provided by the Covid-19 pandemic and the
Coronavirus Business Interruption Loan Scheme (CBILS) era.
In addition, we have supported our national teams with the Scottish operations of both
Debenhams and Arcadia. This has involved various operational property clearances and the
disposal of the Debenhams transport fleet.
All in all, a very diverse and interesting
start for our Scottish practice and the
pipeline suggests much more of the same
to come.

Les Reid
Director
lreid@hilcoglobal.eu
+44 (0) 7851 261 007
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INVENTORY

As the UK tries to return to some form of normality following the various national lockdowns,
businesses are being negatively impacted by the impact of seemingly unending increases in
worldwide container shipping rates, rapidly rising energy costs and logistics distribution problems
due to the shortage of HGV drivers.
All these problems are likely to impact gross margins as manufacturers, wholesalers and retailers
struggle to pass on these increased costs. This has led to an increase in businesses looking for
either additional or alternative finance options.
As a result, we have seen an increase in enquiries from debt advisors, lenders, and directly from
businesses, particularly in the manufacturing sector. Hilco’s vast appraisal experience, coupled
with real-world experience of providing real-world disposal advice to the restructuring and
recovery sectors, means that we remain well placed to assist our clients’ needs across all sectors
from single location distributors, multi-location and online retailers to Pan-European and
Worldwide manufacturers.

Mark Newman
Managing Director
mnewman@hilcoglobal.eu
+44 (0) 7920 149 076

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
& INVENTORY FIELD EXAM
We have remained very busy going into the second half of 2021, working on numerous
assignments across the UK, Europe, the Far East and Australia. There remains a strong demand
for our inventory field exam service line to complement our inventory appraisals.
Our Borrowing Base Audit product offering is seeing increased demand from traditional asset
based lenders as well as trade finance institutions. These audits allow for specific scope
collateral reviews, covering borrowing base preparation and verification that reporting is in line
with credit agreements, as well as limited scope testing to provide assurances to lenders in the
intervening period between full Field Exams. The offering includes formulation of a Borrowing
Base structure and recommendation of monitoring points and ongoing reporting including
periodic testing and review.
We have worked across a wide range of industry sectors, including steel, automotive,
engineering services, construction, manufacturing, fuel, plant hire, retail, wholesalers and
recruitment.
We also welcome the opportunity to provide initial, high-level guidance at the very early stage of
a potential transaction, utilising the team's years of experience in previous lending and advisory
roles.
Our team are able to work on projects
either remotely or on-site and as
restrictions continue to allow, we look
forward to meeting as many of our clients
in person again as soon as possible.

Mark Llewellyn
Managing Director
mllewellyn@hilcoglobal.eu
+44 (0) 7734 388 768
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REAL ESTATE ADVISORY
How much has changed since our last newsletter update?

Some of our recent disposal portfolio:

The big return to the office seems to have picked up in London but on recent visits to the regions
we were surprised to experience how quiet they appeared. The impact of flexible working on the
occupational markets will, we believe, take some time to be fully measured.
What is fully apparent is the huge weight of funds seeking investment and lending opportunities.
This is evidenced by our recent marketing of the completed block of residential apartments in
London, where over 100 expressions of interest were made and 15 formal offers received.
The formal insolvency market remains at a low level in terms of new engagements although there
are signs of increasing activity due to various economic dynamics. Recent instructions have
included the business sale of an international serviced apartment operator (Q Apartments) out of
Administration, a former private school on behalf of Administrators, a prime central London long
leasehold mixed office and residential on behalf of Trustees in Bankruptcy and the sale of a card
retailer out of Administration following a lease restructuring exercise.
An eclectic mix and a testament to our clients trust in our broad range of capabilities in the
marketplace.

Jon Cookson
Managing Director
jcookson@hilcoglobal.eu
+44 (0) 7917 616 490
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INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
Whilst we have continued to work on many restructuring cases, we have seen an increasing number of lenders contacting us to discuss using intellectual property (IP) assets as security and
increasing their lending to new and existing customers. This is unsurprising as IP is an asset class that continues to dominate the global economy, if not traditional lending.
IP has for a long time been a challenging asset class to lend against; with the assets often not
clearly definable and relying on other asset classes to provide meaningful security. This, coupled
with a lack of market data on IP values, has meant the uptake of IP lending has been slow but this
is starting to change.
Lenders are becoming more open to lending against IP in a recognition that in certain
circumstances there is a fit where the asset holds sufficient value, is saleable and transferable in
an enforcement scenario and doing so leads to a win-win for the lender and borrower.
Furthermore, we have recently seen a switch whereby the IP is the dominant asset and main
driver rather than other more traditional asset classes within certain deals.
At Hilco we provide IP valuations that are grounded in reality and always with an eye to the worstcase scenario to ensure our clients risk is understood and minimised. Our reports not only cover
the robust DCF and Royalty Rate analysis that you would expect but pay regard to “real world”
factors when looking at market comparable data such as the attractiveness of the assets and
potential buyer pool.

We are often asked by lenders how they can better identify opportunities to lend against IP.
The answer is complex and multifaceted on the one hand (we can look at sector, margins,
channels etc. on a case-by-case basis) and simple on the other. If the entity in question holds
value and all the traditional asset classes underpinning this enterprise do not account for that
value i.e. something is missing, then the likelihood is that there is IP Value that may be
appropriate for lending purposes, whether it be brands, patented technology, royalty rights,
critical software and beyond.
We encourage our clients to give us a
ring and we will be happy to help at a
high level and can, given our
experience, assess whether there is
likely to be scope or not. At its heart
remember it is usually about the
strength of the link between the IP and
revenues and the ability to separate
and take security over the IP.

Nat Baldwin
Managing Director
nbaldwin@hilcoglobal.eu
+44 (0) 7803 416 597
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RALPH & RUSSO
Paul Appleton of Begbies Traynor
Group and Andrew Andronikou of
Quantuma Advisory retained Hilco
Streambank to run a sales and
marketing process for Ralph & Russo
Limited (in Administration), a luxury
British fashion brand. This included the
world-leading Ralph & Russo brand, a
comprehensive intellectual property
portfolio, high-end inventory, a boutique
presence in the world’s fashion capitals
and lucrative license and franchise
income opportunities.
Ralph & Russo was established in
2006 in London by designer duo
Tamara Ralph and Michael Russo.
Renowned for producing designs that
are contemporary, timelessly elegant
and sought after worldwide, the brand
is recognised as the height of fashion.
Ralph & Russo was the first UK brand
in over a century to be accepted by The
Chambre Syndicale de la Haute
Couture and counted royalty and A-list
celebrities amongst its following,
reported to include Meghan Markle,
Beyonce, Angelina Jolie and Gwyneth
Paltrow.

CASE STUDY

The brand established and cultivated a
hugely diversified clientele from close to
60 countries and had an international
store footprint with boutiques located in
London (Mayfair, Harrods), Paris, Monte
Carlo, Doha and Dubai.
The high-profile sale of Ralph & Russo
presented a unique opportunity to
acquire one of the world’s leading Haute
Couture brands and was expected to
garner
significant
interest
from
prospective buyers. Hilco was well
placed to manage such a noteworthy
sale, leveraging our experience from
both high-profile disposal processes
alongside our extensive expertise in the
distressed retail sector.
Hilco Streambank led a robust,
responsive, and professional sales and
marketing
process
with
both
international exposure and coverage
across UK media. The opportunity was
broadcast on the Hilco Streambank
website, with social media marketing
carried out across various Hilco
channels alongside a parallel direct
email outreach to Hilco’s network of
interested parties. Hilco populated and
managed a virtual data room and
assisted interested parties with their due
diligence enquiries throughout the sale.

Ralph
&
Russo
attracted
international interest. A number of
multi-million pounds offers were
received for the business and
assets of the Company.
A deal was completed with US
investment
firm,
Retail
Ecommerce Ventures, a party
introduced to the sales process by
Hilco Streambank. Deal terms
were not disclosed.
"We are always interested in the sales
exercises
conducted
by
Hilco
Streambank, and Ralph & Russo
presented
a
particularly
unique
opportunity to acquire a luxury fashion
brand with an impressive heritage. We
look forward to carrying this brand
forward and continuing its tradition of
world-class design.”
Tai Lopez, Retail Ecommerce Ventures
“There was a substantial amount of interest
from the moment Ralph & Russo was
marketed for sale and we are delighted to
have secured a deal with Retail
Ecommerce Ventures, securing the future
of this luxury fashion brand.”

CONTACT
Nat Baldwin
Managing Director
nbaldwin@hilcoglobal.eu
+44 (0) 7803 416 597

Jack Gillespie
Associate Director
jgillespie@hilcoglobal.eu
+44 7519 128 827

Paul Appleton, Begbies Traynor Group
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Continuing the ‘Legally Speaking’ element of our regular newsletters, I am delighted that Mary Forbes, Senior Associate at CMS, has submitted a
piece for us that focuses on her experience and advice relating to the role of the expert witness in valuation dispute resolution.
HVS is able to provide expert witness advice across all service disciplines and for those of us
who have been involved in these scenarios, Mary’s observations provide a useful refresher and
for those considering or becoming engaged in this course of action, the commentary offers a
very useful insight into the process and advice on approach.

Kevin Smyth
Managing Director
ksmyth@hilcoglobal.eu
+44 (0) 7920 149 064

Mary’s contact details and resume are provided at the end of this piece. - Kevin Smyth

Expert Valuation Evidence in Disputes: 5 Lessons
Mary Forbes writes:
I’ve been working in dispute resolution for the last 20 years and in that
time, I’ve instructed my fair share of expert valuations. Valuations will
be fundamental to many disputes, whether the valuation is of a single
asset, a shareholding or an entire business.
There is, however, much that can go wrong with expert evidence if this
is not approached correctly. In this piece, I’m sharing 5 key lessons
I’ve learned in practice that will help avoid difficulties arising with
expert valuations.
Lesson 1: Understand the expert role

LEGALLY
SPEAKING

The role of an expert witness is to assist the court to reach a decision
by providing an independent opinion on a particular issue. Or, put
another way, the role of an expert is not to provide those instructing
the expert with a favourable report to support their case.The courts
have emphasised this key point about expert evidence repeatedly, and
yet it still comes up regularly in reported cases. When an expert is
instructed in a case, they should remind themselves, that, while they
owe a duty of reasonable care and skill to those instructing them, their
overriding duty is to the court.

Lesson 2: Consider the suitability of the report
Expert witnesses are selected based on their experience, knowledge
and expertise. Should a dispute go to a full trial, a key part of the
examination and cross-examination of the expert witness will involve
scrutinising their qualifications and other credentials. An expert who
has reservations about their suitability for a particular case but who
agrees to provide a report in an attempt to assist the lawyers
instructing them, will be doing neither the lawyers nor themselves any
favours by not speaking up about their concerns.
Lesson 3: Consider whether the instructions are clear and
adequate
The instructions to an expert should clearly identify the issues the
expert is being asked to opine on and provide all relevant background
information. As a general rule of thumb, it is helpful to identify any
‘gaps’ the expert finds in the instructions up-front rather than in the
course of writing the report e.g. by referring in the report to
documentation not provided that it would have been helpful for the
expert to have seen.
continued
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Lesson 4: Explain how the expert arrived at their view
Or, to quote my primary 5 maths teacher: “show your workings”. In
assessing expert evidence, the court needs to be able to understand
how the expert reached their conclusion within the “four walls” of the
report. This means pointing to the information relied upon, setting out
any assumptions adopted, explaining the methodology used, and
giving details of any tests or site visits conducted.
Lesson 5: Ask (and be open to being asked) questions

This perception can adversely affect the court’s estimation of the
expert’s independence and suitability. To counter this, experts and
those instructing them should be open to asking and responding to
questions and concerns that arise. Bear in mind that any concerns of
substance will undoubtedly emerge in the courtroom and will be dealt
with far more easily if they have been properly considered in advance.
As highlighted above, the decision on who to instruct as an expert is a
key one in any dispute, but it is one worth investigating properly and
spending time on as it can be make or break in terms of an outcome.

Finally, another common theme we see in reported decisions
criticising experts arises where the expert is judged to be fixed in their
thinking, defensive, lacking in candour, or not open to considering
other points of view.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Mary Forbes is a Senior Associate in the Litigation team. She is a Solicitor Advocate with considerable experience in all types of commercial and
property litigation.

Mary Forbes
Senior Associate
CMS
mary.forbes@cms-cmno.com
+44 (0) 1224 267 154
+44 (0) 7894 199 731

LEGALLY
SPEAKING

ABOUT LEGALLY SPEAKING
Legally Speaking is our legal insights section where we invite representatives of the legal community to provide latest updates, insights and
information on legal issues focusing on the sectors in which our clients operate. If you would be interested in contributing to Legally Speaking,
please contact Kevin Smyth - ksmyth@hilcoglobal.eu.
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OUR NEW
CHARITY PARTNER
We are delighted to be supporting Penniwells RDA Centre as our new charity partner. Based in
Elstree, North London, Penniwells Riding for the Disabled Centre provides riding and stable
management sessions to people of all ages and disabilities and is home to 9 active horses and
ponies who are fully trained for this unique and demanding work.
The Centre relies entirely on fundraising and charitable donations throughout the year to keep itself
running so we are pleased we can help support their life-changing work during these difficult times.
For further information on or to donate to Penniwells RDA Centre please visit their website:

http://www.penniwellsrda.com/
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MACMILLAN MIGHTY HIKE 2021
Third time lucky! Our team of Hilco Global-Trotters walked 26 miles of the Rob Roy Way from Callander
to Killin on the Macmillan Mighty Hike in August 2021.
First signing up in 2019 only for it to be cancelled due to bad weather conditions and then cancelled again
in 2020 due to the Covid-19 pandemic, it was great to finally get out and support Macmillan Cancer
Support and enjoy the stunning Scottish scenery. For once this was paired with stunning Scottish weather!
Thank you to all those who donated.
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COMPANY NEWS
STAFF WELCOME
We are delighted to welcome
Meadow Lees as an Intellectual
Property Analyst in our Glasgow
office. Meadow is a graduate in
Law from the University of Stirling
before going on to study
Intellectual Property Law & the
Digital Economy at the University
of Glasgow where she joined Hilco
part-time. We are thrilled to now
have Meadow with us in a full-time
capacity and support her career as
it grows.

CONGRATULATIONS
REBECCA!
Huge congratulations to Rebecca
Tjonis, Head of Marketing, who
has recently graduated with a CIM
Diploma in Professional Marketing.

WESTMINSTER AFRICA
BUSINESS GROUP ANNUAL
DRINKS
Thanks to all those who joined us at the Annual
Reception of the Westminster Africa Business
Group in September at the Terrace Pavilion of the
House of Commons, hosted by Laurence
Robertson MP.
We were a proud co-sponsor of the event and hope
our clients had an informative and enjoyable
evening.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
We are looking for talented people to join our specialised teams based around the UK with an expanding European footprint.
Please contact careers@hilcoglobal.eu if you think you would be a good fit. All enquiries will be treated in strict confidence.
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